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"According to Hoyle" is the card-table synonym for Correct --a definitive guide to the correct
playing of all known card games, with full descriptions and explanations of rules and techniques
for each game and its variations.B & W photographs throughout.

From the Publisher"According to Hoyle" is the card-table synonym for Correct --a definitive guide
to the correct playing of all known card games, with full descriptions and explanations of rules
and techniques for each game and its variations.B & W photographs throughout.From the Inside
Flap"According to Hoyle" is the card-table synonym for Correct --a definitive guide to the correct
playing of all known card games, with full descriptions and explanations of rules and techniques
for each game and its variations.B & W photographs throughout.From the Back
Cover"According to Hoyle" is the card-table synonym for "Correct --a definitive guide to the
correct playing of all known card games, with full descriptions and explanations of rules and
techniques for each game and its variations.B & W photographs throughout.About the
AuthorGenerally acknowledged as one of the greatest authorities on magic in the 20th
century, Walter B. Gibson (1897–1985) was interested in the subject for most of his life. He wrote
18 books and numerous articles on magic, edited four magic magazines, and collaborated with
some of the greatest magicians of the past 50 years. In the course of his long and active career
in magic and related areas, Gibson also wrote the famous Shadow novels, under the pen name
Maxwell Grant.Read more
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Mikel Berry, “Every game you can think of.. If it's a card game that can be played with one or
more standard decks of 52 playing cards (with or without the Jokers) it's probably in this book. I
bought it so my wife and I could brush up on various poker games for Casino Night with our
friends. I am impressed with how many other games are in here. There must be hundreds. We
may need to practice a lot, before we can be proficient. But, at least we will know the rules and
get some nice tips on the best moves. Good purchase.”

Zach Hawkins, “Game instructions. It’s got all the games”

Sometimes an Ebook Library, “Still an Anachronist, but lots of Fun!. We always have referred
back to Hoyle in our family. And my old copy was ragged and falling apart. My new son-in-law
wanted to instigate card games and such at family gatherings like his family does and my family
used to do before I married my ex. I thought it sounded like fun and a great way to bring his
family closer to ours. They were okay with just looking up rules on the internet all the time. And
that's great, the internet is a useful and wonderful tool. But I love Hoyle's Encyclopedia in that
you can leaf through the hard copy and see what games there ARE that you might not have
heard of, and then have the book with the rules you've all agreed on right there at the table while
you play.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Just What I Wanted. Household staple for learning to play cards.”

Honest John, “My daughter took my first copy to college several years ago; it didn't return.. What
to play a new card game or not let others cheat? Go no further. Turn off the cell. Turn on your
mind for a bit of cards. This book will help you win, lose, known when might want to bluff or
cheat. It's complete I think. If is not listed, it's probably under another title. Most hands can be
under an hour. Good luck!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Prompt delivery. Good enough for what I wantedJust to give us some
more card games over Christmas”

Hew, “Very happy. Bought as a gift. Looked perfect.”

P. Baxter, “Good Book. Very comprehensive”

dclbonny, “Ultimate arbiter of card game rules. Replaced an old battered copy. Glad I did.”

The book by Audrey Grant has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 716 people have provided feedback.
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